
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

October 2023

AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.130 10/23/2023 I2308258 The copy of a default ShipTo will not become another default ShipTo.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.153 10/23/2023 I2308034 Corrected issue whereby unapproval of a credit note would not perform all 

required actions to unapprove properly.

I2310113 Adjusted the code trimming leading and trailing spaces from the Transaction 

Override > Change Number routine to use a method friendly to the earliest 

supported database version.

I2306026 Adjusted sort order for the unallocated inventory in the inventory allocation 

screen to show inventory for the detail line first and show data closer to FIFO 

order than before.  Also corrected issue with the Sort by Rack option where it 

would potentially not show allocated inventory at the top.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.

I2209048 Added safety logic in case the available credit logic is called without the 

license to ensure the advanced credit logic will not occur.

I2206205 Ensure sales order lines that are set to cancelled that are also related to 

Jobs when using Job billing are handled.

I2301007 Modified to ensure that no duplicate lines with zero quantity value will be 

displayed to the user on the Item Running Balance screen.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.38 10/23/2023 I2212174 The number of lines displayed per page has been increased from 10 to 20.

AdminTools.dll

6.4.73 10/23/2023 I2301082 The system can now check for a profile activation without first checking 

module activation.

ClientReports.dll

6.4.101 10/23/2023 I2308337 Report On Event now resets internals arrays every time an event is 

initialized.

ClientReports.mdb

6.4.3 10/23/2023 I2310034 Corrected the Modules record for the CreditNote module to be "CreditNote" 

instead of "CreditNotes".

Config.dll
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6.4.207 10/23/2023 I2309150 Included check boxes in the list of controls that triggers query control filtered 

controls to be filtered when a check box value changes.

I2309001 Fixed an issue that clears an excel filtered property value when an existing 

configuration is copied via the configurator Copy button.

I2308199 Modified to use the configurator setting to force new spec when auto 

processing with excel application

I2308227 Implemented a 0 or 1 value in cell J52 of the configurator Input worksheet, 

where 0 means the configuration is being processed with the configurator 

interface, and 1 means its being processed by the auto processor.

I2305179 Implemented support to clear dbox cache for dbox clients only after 

modifying and saving a web productline setup

CreditNote.dll

6.4.139 10/23/2023 I2308034 Ensure if online tax fails for a Credit note posting or auto posting itself cannot 

generate GL entries, roll back the approval.

I2308028 Ensure if online tax fails for a Credit note posting or Auto posting itself cannot 

generate GL entires, roll back the approval.

Database Setup Wave 0.xls

6.4.5 10/23/2023 I2302084 Corrected the Vendor Account Set validation in the Wave 0 workbook so it 

matched the updated layout of the Account Set worksheet.

Database Setup Wave 0.xlsm

6.4.5 10/23/2023 I2302084 Corrected the Vendor Account Set validation in the Wave 0 workbook so it 

matched the updated layout of the Account Set worksheet.

DataTransfer.exe

6.4.40 10/23/2023 I2209314 Modified DataTransfer to transfer many non-table objects in the same 

manner as views.

6.4.41 10/25/2023 I2310220 Modified to remove a user in the master database for the 

SeradexCertificateLogin, when updating the SeradexCertificate, if it exists.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.308 09/05/2023 I2308234 Allowed existing custom ReportOnEvent records to remain.

6.4.309 10/24/2023 I2306176 Added an Internal flag to the WebReports table.

I2309112 Adjusted DivisionalSellItems view to run quicker and ensure if there is a 

setup in the divisional sell items table that only those divisions are used.

I2308309 Added Support for custom Version dll list entries

I2106040 Added Moneris as an OnlinePaymentProvider.

I2211287 Added Estimate Document Approval roles to some DBOX Customer Login 

types that were missing it.

I2310011 Corrected the base query for Web Service Order List search.
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6.4.309 10/24/2023 I2206205 Updated the Job billing Synchronization stored procedure handles inactive 

Sales order lines.

I2210040 Added the RegistrationPageDisclaimer field to AxisPreferences.

I2305083 The ItemsTransfer search has been updated to show transfers regardless of 

item tracking type.

I2301086 Created an integrity check to verify that Seradex SQL components 

(certificate, assemblies, functions, etc.) are installed and up to date.

I2307290 Added a SecuredControls record to make the Notes field visible in the 

Estimating form's Comments control's grid.

I2305109 Modified the solution for the Integrity Check: "System - Check System Paths 

for Windows Compatibility" to make it clearer for the user.

I2104031 Exclude nonshippable items and filter/order 'order backlog by due date' by 

detail status/due date rather than just header

I2305217 Removed unneeded foreign key constraints which was causing for certain 

clients performance issues deleting receipts and/or receipt lines.  Also added 

index to improve reading ReceivingLotSerial Data

I2304182 The Show and ShowRange settings of reports have been updated to reflect 

what appears on the system forms.

I2306120 Added a new table to archive the BatchTransactions already processed 

records before they are deleted after 7 days.

I2305240 New temporary transaction log actions have been added for generating 

shipments and invoices.

I2303133 A secured control entry has been added to enable document storage on 

approved shipments.

I2306167 Added two integrity checks that will find a pair of specific malformations in 

Event Alert recipient and CC recipient email addresses: not being separated 

by the ; character.

I2302141 New advanced security to hide banking balances from the Financials Deposit 

form used to receive payments from customers.

DataTransferBuilder.exe

6.4.29 10/23/2023 I2209314 Modified DataTransferBuilder to transfer many non-table objects in the same 

manner as views.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.164 10/23/2023 I2304234 Adjusted Sage 50 UK AR posting to write one line per Sales GL/Tax Code 

group with qty assumed as a single unit.

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.40 10/24/2023 I2301213 Added pre-emptive caching for product line information in DBOX to prevent 

any users from experiencing a slow to open configurator for massive product 

lines.

I2106040 Added support to accept payments via a credit card using Moneris as a 

provider. Removed the Bank Account payment option if Moneris is your 

selected payment provider.
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6.4.40 10/24/2023 I2306308 Fixed an issue causing the collapse arrow on a parent configuration in the 

estimate/sales order details to not collapse the line/group.

I2306176 Added support to set Custom Reports in DBOX as internal only.

I2308279 Removed a duplicate main comment/description field from the Activity form 

and ensured the Main Comment was able to accept text of the correct length.

I2301179 Modified the Activity Form to enable the save button as soon as a customer 

is selected. If you click save without adding a Client Comment the Client 

Comment field will get highlighted and inform the user that it is a required 

field.

I2308005 Fixed some issues with the dialog that tries to warn the user before they 

leave an unsaved estimate/sales order in DBOX. Continue without saving, 

continue and save, and cancel will all behave as expected now.

DC2001.dll

6.4.65 10/23/2023 I2307038 Added validation to check fiscal period locking especially if one DC spans 

multiple days, only required for those posting actual DC labour into finished 

goods.  Also ensure if a manual DC entry is created against a work order 

operation but do not select a cell WC, the labour audit trail still records the 

cell.

ERP Anywhere

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2306280 Updated query to handle larger amount of items. Removed Userdefined 

fields.

I2112121 This was fixed awhile ago

I2305028 PRINT CONTAINER LABEL button in ERP Anywhere - Pick and Pack - Pick 

Item page allows users to download a custom WebReport called "Container"

eSELECTplus_dotNet_API.dll

6.4.0 10/24/2023 I2106040 Added a DLL for interacting with the Moneris API

Impinj.OctaneSdk.dll

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2202284 Main SDK file for the Impinj RFID device.

InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.108 10/23/2023 I2302192 After saving a new adjustment, the adjustment number drop down will now 

be loaded, filtering results by approved state and date.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.124 10/23/2023 I2201049 Validation has been added to ensure that the Default Destination Owner info 

must either be fully specified or not at all.
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6.4.124 10/23/2023 I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update. Transfer lines to work orders that do not 

have detail allocations will attempt to use the container inventory first.

Invoice.dll

6.4.192 10/23/2023 I2310118 Corrected validation step (on an invoice's applied payment missing the 

Payment GL for its Payment Type) to return a message to the user.

I2310039 Corrected the logic which was not setting the sales order header SOStatus to 

the correct value in all cases.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.163 10/23/2023 I2306067 Copy Customer Prices (CustomerCodeDetails) when copying item with 

customer codes checked

JobCosting.dll

6.4.105 10/23/2023 I2306073 When deleting Sales order or lines check first if there are any opp details set 

to inactive first then if there are any update them to show up as change 

orders later.

I2209249 If a job is able to be deleted and has job billing and there is a pending 

payment still (not invoiced) the delete will remove that as well.

I2307011 Deleting a Job will now also automatically delete any related Description of 

Work records where this would otherwise be permitted.

I2306055 Modified to allow up to 250 characters in Job Name on the Job Costing 

screen.

LLRP.dll

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2202284 Secondary SDK file for the Impinj RFID device.

LLRP.Impinj.dll

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2202284 Secondary SDK file for the Impinj RFID device.

MatReq.dll

6.4.154 10/23/2023 I2305213 If there are no Buy only parent items marked as Allow BOM, then do not 

attempt to delete orphaned components.

I2307250 Modified to ensure that when the "Include Assembly Items" option is selected 

for the Forecasting MRP, the logic that determines the "First Order By Date" 

column value includes the assembly items.

Receiving.dll
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6.4.167 10/23/2023 I2307184 Do not validate lot Qty on approved receipts when looking at the allocation 

form and corrected issue where it was possible to waste a Serial number

I2301036 Display container no in the grid details if populated via the Container 

inventory pool logic.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.247 10/24/2023 I2310072 Added handling to prevent WO generation for non-processed lines, including 

a clear message to the user.

I2309086 Implemented item costing using Aspose for material requisition generation.

I2306073 Removed the restriction for deleting sales orders against approved Jobs 

when Job Billing is active.

I2301376 Modify the logic that displays the message that warns the user that a sub 

WO will not be automatically created when a non-stock subassembly is 

added to the BOM to work only where the Require Sub WO option is 

enabled.

I2307064 Corrected missing icon on the Sales order override form and do not bother 

calling the credit logic if you do not have the licnese.

Seradex.Accounting.MYOBLink.dll

6.4.9 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Aspose.dll

6.4.8 10/03/2023 I2309291 Corrected an issue in the initial data import feature that sometimes ceates an 

incorrect named range for the specified named range in the Initial Data 

Import setup, and therefore causing incorrect line item pricing when its used 

in calculating the item price.

6.4.9 10/23/2023 I2309179 Corrected an issue that was causing the workbook to use an older version of 

the workbook data for calculations, and returning the wrong pricing.

Seradex.AutoUpdater.UpdateClient.dll

6.4.10 10/23/2023 I2301187 Messaging used when removing and archiving old files has been improved.

Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.63 10/23/2023 I2201051 Remove the requirement of running Telerik reports through the sxProxy EXE.

I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2208119 Support has been extended for custom functionality linked to the new user 

interface.

I2308218 Enhance functionality to clear DataSet data tables in a safe and effective 

manner.

Seradex.ComComponents.dll
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6.4.58 10/23/2023 I2301082 The system will now check for a financials profile activation before launching 

financials forms from outside the financials module.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.85 10/23/2023 I2305240 A temporary transaction log manager has been added.

I2304184 Improved connection integrity in cross module and multi-threaded 

applications.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.

I2305205 Added new backend functions for WorkFlow, User Defined and Document 

storage

Seradex.ConfiguratorSystem.dll

6.4.18 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.54 10/23/2023 I2304184 Improved connection integrity in cross module and multi-threaded 

applications.

Seradex.Dbox.dll

6.4.42 10/24/2023 I2306204 Corrected an issue in Dbox configurator API where selecting a value in a 

property does not trigger the related single value auto default when the 

related single value is cached

I2301213 Added pre-emptive caching for product line information in DBOX to prevent 

any users from experiencing a slow to open configurator for massive product 

lines.

I2209132 Added Container support for ERP Anywhere to DBOX.

I2306125 Updated (and fixed) the create Deposit Invoice functionality in DBOX to 

match new (and missed) logic in OrderStream.

I2106040 Added support to capture payments through DBOX using Moneris as the 

payment provider. Added support to automatically create and email a receipt 

to the customer when a payment is accepted through Moneris.

I2302144 When converting an Estimate to a Sales Order in DBOX it will now properly 

set the Entry Date to "today".

I2306176 Added support to set Custom Reports in DBOX as internal only.

I2308288 Corrected and issue in Dbox configurator API to differentiate between 

configurations from OS and Internet Direct before saving a configuration

I2307176 Updated DBOX/ERP Anywhere to use the new .NET GenKey

I2306318 DBOX will now respect the price/quantity rounding units in the back end 

logic. The forms will still let you enter more decimals than should be allowed, 

but prior to save/calculation the values will be rounded properly and then 

returned back to the user with the correct number of decimal places.
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Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.37 10/23/2023 I2309107 Performance has been improved when reloading a selected estimate.

Seradex.Excel.dll

6.4.31 10/03/2023 I2309291 Corrected an issue in the initial data import feature that sometimes ceates an 

incorrect named range for the specified named range in the Initial Data 

Import setup, and therefore causing incorrect line item pricing when its used 

in calculating the item price.

6.4.32 10/24/2023 I2309086 Implemented item costing using Aspose for material requisition generation.

I2308326 Modified the check to see if the worksheet exists to prevent access errors.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.133 10/24/2023 I2106040 Added Moneris as a payment provider for processing 

authorizations/payments/refunds.

I2306125 Corrected an issue where creating an AR Payment against a quote via 

DBOX would fail.

Seradex.Financials.TransactionPosting.dll

6.4.7 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.68 10/23/2023 I2302141 Updated the Advanced security logic used in the new forms to support the 

financials menu setup style for secured controls.

I2309112 Ensure when adding items to invoices directly that items not meant for a 

given division do not appear to the user.

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.47 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.

I2305205 Added validate lot serial and validate rack bin functions

Seradex.Inventory.Transfer.dll

6.4.7 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.38 09/11/2023 I2309026 Reading in NULL values for UnitCost from the related sales order will no 

longer throw an exception.
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6.4.39 10/23/2023 I2308102 Added a hidden field - WorkOrderDetailID - to allow for the related work 

order to be opened via double-click.

I2310106 Deleted the old logic pushing _Special items' Comment field into its Name 

field and AdditionalComment into its Comment field when creating an invoice.

Seradex.ItemEditor.ItemEditorSystem.dll

6.4.5 10/23/2023 I2305056 Modified to be consistent with the Item Editor in that it allows saving a 

quantity per parent equals zero.  The "Mass BOM Quantity Modifier" user 

interface will be removing only the components that have been explicitly set 

to zero and not any pre-existing component where the quantity was already 

zero.

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.32 10/23/2023 I2305240 Support for temporary transaction logs has been added.

Seradex.OrderEntry.Bases.dll

6.4.28 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.OrderEntry.SalesOrderEDI.dll

6.4.24 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.38 10/03/2023 I2309291 Corrected an issue in the initial data import feature that sometimes ceates an 

incorrect named range for the specified named range in the Initial Data 

Import setup, and therefore causing incorrect line item pricing when its used 

in calculating the item price.

6.4.39 10/24/2023 I2309086 Implemented item costing using Aspose for material requisition generation.

I2212072 Added check to determine if one is using financials or not for use in the AR 

modules and adjusted the price list logic as it was reading the "currency rate" 

field vs Rate field if one was not already provided to the function.

I2307261 Corrected issue selecting an item when the estimated unit cost can change 

based on Qty and that item has unallocated inventory on hand in any 

material location.

I2308039 The Estimated Unit Cost on the SalesOrder and Estimating form grid will now 

populate from the price list when a value for that field is calculated.

Seradex.ProductConfigurator.dll

6.4.17 09/29/2023 I2309293 Modified to handle environment variables when deploying updated 

configurator files.

6.4.18 10/23/2023 I2308227 Implemented a 0 or 1 value in cell J52 of the configurator Input worksheet, 

where 0 means the configuration is being processed with the configurator 

interface, and 1 means its being processed by the auto processor.
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Seradex.Production.Calendar.dll

6.4.19 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.74 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2306311 Corrected issue whereby Overhead cell rate was being recorded rounded to 

the next whole integer.

I2306120 Modified the function that writes to the BatchTransactions table to ensure 

that duplicates cannot be added from the same user.

I2202284 Modified to add the necessary code to be able to automatically complete the 

final operation and the associated work order in silent mode.

Seradex.Production.Rework.dll

6.4.22 10/23/2023 I2303294 Altered how loading of the form was done to have the grids appear with 

columns faster and prevent issues if a user attempts to use the WO combo 

before it finishes loading.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.49 09/06/2023 I2307086 Modified updating of sub work orders to handle null QtyComplete.

6.4.50 10/23/2023 I2307279 Batch BOM Change for consolidated orders has now been implemented in 

the .NET Work Order form like in the old Work Order form.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.44 10/23/2023 I2310093 PO line's QtyToStock will now be populated on initial save with a non-zero 

value if the initial quantity is not explicitly set.

Seradex.Purchasing.PurchasingEDI.dll

6.4.3 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.43 09/13/2023 I2308282 Modified MultiDivision in PurchaseOrder to warn only, but attempting to 

approve the related receipt will not be permitted if the PO remains 

mismatched in this manner.

6.4.44 10/23/2023 I2308112 Used the stock UOM as the UOM to which returned items are converted 

when re-calculating the quantity left to be received.

I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.
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6.4.44 10/23/2023 I2307171 Ensure when conversions from one UOM to stock uses the Receiving 

rounding units

I2303337 Added API endpoints to support Receiving on ERP anywhere

I2305217 Improved delete receipt logic to improve efficency and ensure deletion log 

records the receipt being deleted as opposed to recording all the lines being 

deleted

I2305205 Updated receiving backend to facilitate use for APIs

I2307212 A previously InventoryUpdated, unapproved vendor return will no longer be 

prevented from being re-approved simply by virtue of its InventoryUpdated 

status.

Seradex.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.29 10/23/2023 I2303226 The payment request form has been updated to include a Line Qty column.

Seradex.ReportSystem.dll

6.4.25 10/23/2023 I2304182 The report system now loads report menus to show based on ActiveM 

reports data.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.36 10/24/2023 I2306125 Updated (and fixed) the create Deposit Invoice functionality in DBOX to 

match new (and missed) logic in OrderStream.

I2209132 Added Container support for ERP Anywhere to DBOX.

I2301213 Added pre-emptive caching for product line information in DBOX to prevent 

any users from experiencing a slow to open configurator for massive product 

lines.

I2305028 PRINT CONTAINER LABEL button in ERP Anywhere - Pick and Pack - Pick 

Item page allows users to download a custom WebReport called "Container"

I2309255 Updated LicenceNode to find the ERP Anywhere Receiving module 

activation code.

Seradex.RFIDDevice.dll

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2202284 Added this new module to be able to read data from various types of RFID 

scanning devices.

Seradex.RFIDDeviceManager.dll

6.4.1 10/23/2023 I2202284 Added this new module to be able to read data from various types of RFID 

scanning devices.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.46 10/23/2023 I2310072 Added handling to prevent WO generation for non-processed lines, including 

a clear message to the user.
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6.4.46 10/23/2023 I2212072 Added check to determine if one is using financials or not for use in the AR 

modules and adjusted the price list logic as it was reading the "currency rate" 

field vs Rate field if one was not already provided to the function.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.93 10/23/2023 I2308218 Ensure the Search setup data is cleaned up effectively.

Seradex.Security.dll

6.4.28 10/23/2023 I2305179 Implemented support to clear dbox cache for dbox clients only after 

modifying and saving a web productline setup

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.32 10/23/2023 I2310039 Corrected the logic which was not setting the sales order header SOStatus to 

the correct value in all cases.

I2308101 Ensure detail colour coding is applied on new item selection.

Seradex.Utilities.BatchTransactionProcessor.exe

6.4.2 10/23/2023 I2306120 Modified to add the ability to archive the already processed records from the 

BatchTransactions before they are deleted after 7 days.

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.33 10/23/2023 I2308337 Modified to add clean up to the back end

Seradex.Utilities.OrderImport.dll

6.4.34 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Utilities.RFIDAutomatedProcessor.exe

6.4.0 10/23/2023 I2202284 Standalone utility to process the last Shop Floor operation and complete the 

corresponding work order line using an RFID scanning device.  Note that this 

utility should be set up to work with the Task Scheduler.

Seradex.Utilities.RFIDAutomatedProcessor.exe.config

6.4.0 10/23/2023 I2202284 Config file for the standalone utility 

(Seradex.Utilities.RFIDAutomatedProcessor.exe) to process the last Shop 

Floor operation.  In this file the user should store the specific setting for the 

operation, such CellID, EmployeeID, etc.
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Seradex.Win.AdvancedDeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.9 10/23/2023 I2308269 Clean up Report system references to the Delivery Schedule form to ensure 

subsequent report calling works as expected.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeSelector.dll

6.4.8 10/23/2023 I2307163 Save enables when changing appbox  custom order

Seradex.Win.BillOfLading.dll

6.4.15 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.43 10/23/2023 I2307290 The Notes field has been restored to the SO.Net and Estimate.Net forms' 

Comments grid - hidden by default - allowing it to be made visible via 

SecuredControls.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.57 10/03/2023 I2309291 Corrected an issue in the initial data import feature that sometimes ceates an 

incorrect named range for the specified named range in the Initial Data 

Import setup, and therefore causing incorrect line item pricing when its used 

in calculating the item price.

Disbled the View Worksheet menu item when running in Aspose mode, as 

workbooks cannot be viewed in Aspose mode.

6.4.58 10/23/2023 I2308334 Modified the document number combo handling to avoid throwing an 

exception when values are typed in.

I2308076 Add additional exposed functionality to allow custom calls to further interact 

with the grid.

I2307290 The Notes field has been restored to the SO.Net and Estimate.Net forms' 

Comments grid - hidden by default - allowing it to be made visible via 

SecuredControls.

I2304182 Switchboard reports hidden using the report display utility will no longer 

appear in the forms report menu.

I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.132 10/24/2023 I2302141 Added support for Advanced Security to Deposits and Receive Payments 

within Financials and upgraded Financials to use the newer advanced 

security logic.

I2106040 Added Moneris as a payment provider for processing 

authorizations/payments/refunds.
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Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.24 10/23/2023 I2308337 Modified to add clean up to the back end

I2301211 Modified the Microvellum/Cabinet Vision import line options to exclude 

merging when its setup is missing.

Seradex.Win.IntercompanyManagement.dll

6.4.8 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Win.InventoryCosting.dll

6.4.12 10/23/2023 I2301054 Modified to include finished good cost adjustments that happen upon work 

order completion. In this scenario the cost adjustment record will be the top 

level one.

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.36 10/23/2023 I2306303 Items allocated to a work order can now be added to containers.

I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2309240 Corrected issue with container management when the last load option used 

was Selected Container and the next use of the Container management will 

load Selected and unassigned even though the Selected option is selected.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.61 09/12/2023 I2308296 Batch Invoice Approval form will no longer halt on the first validation failure.

6.4.62 10/23/2023 I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2308102 Added double-click functionality for documents (SO, SH, WO) referenced in 

the grid.

I2309112 Ensure when adding items to invoices directly that items not meant for a 

given division do not appear to the user.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2304182 Switchboard reports hidden using the report display utility will no longer 

appear in the forms report menu.

Seradex.Win.Production.dll

6.4.10 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.75 09/13/2023 I2308282 Modified MultiDivision in PurchaseOrder to warn only, but attempting to 

approve the related receipt will not be permitted if the PO remains 

mismatched in this manner.

6.4.76 10/23/2023 I2308334 Modified the document number combo handling to avoid throwing an 

exception when values are typed in.
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6.4.76 10/23/2023 I2309251 Corrected the PO grid line validation which is intended to forbid changing a 

line's location to a non-WIP location if it is owned by a WO line and a 

non-stock item.

I2309163 The check for an employee location will be bypassed for inactive employees 

when adding a new PO.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2208119 The purchase order form has been updated to support custom functionality.

I2307027 Discontinued items can no longer be selected by typing the Item No into the 

item cell.

Seradex.Win.QuickConfigurator.dll

6.4.36 10/23/2023 I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.63 09/13/2023 I2308282 Modified MultiDivision in PurchaseOrder to warn only, but attempting to 

approve the related receipt will not be permitted if the PO remains 

mismatched in this manner.

6.4.64 10/23/2023 I2308334 Modified the document number combo handling to avoid throwing an 

exception when values are typed in.

I2308189 Restored reference to the old receiving generator to support custom logic 

that relies on it.

I2308226 Modifying receiving lines' ownership will now function as expected.

I2304184 Updated for compliance with new connection standard.

I2208119 The receiving form has been updated to support custom functionality.

I2306255 Added a call to save the Receiving form before receiving all lines during the 

Tools > Process Receipt process.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2307184 Ensure if the receipt is not approved yet inventory is updated, viewing the 

allocation form is still locked.

I2304182 Switchboard reports hidden using the report display utility will no longer 

appear in the forms report menu.

I2305205 Updated receiving backend to facilitate use for APIs

I2303337 Receipt changes to ensure compatibility with back end changes for ERP 

anywhere

I2308057 The Packing Slip textbox will no longer be cleared when running Process 

Receipt/Process Return without first saving the document.

Seradex.Win.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.29 10/23/2023 I2303226 The payment request form has been updated to include a Line Qty column.

Seradex.Win.Reports.dll

6.4.28 10/23/2023 I2304182 The display column values of the user report access form can now be edited.
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Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.64 10/03/2023 I2309291 Corrected an issue in the initial data import feature that sometimes ceates an 

incorrect named range for the specified named range in the Initial Data 

Import setup, and therefore causing incorrect line item pricing when its used 

in calculating the item price.

Disbled the View Worksheet menu item when running in Aspose mode, as 

workbooks cannot be viewed in Aspose mode.

6.4.65 10/23/2023 I2310019 Corrected issue on multi division where items tagged as non sell yet have a 

setup for that division are not available in the drop down for new or existing 

unapproved orders.

I2308334 Modified the document number combo handling to avoid throwing an 

exception when values are typed in.

I2309029 A message to the user was restored in the event that a sales order could not 

be used to generate MatReq.

I2309011 Modified the deletion routine to work as expected when the sales order is 

opened from a search.

I2212072 Ensure for non financial clients they cannot generate deposit invoices on 

sales orders without the deposit processing license.

I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2307290 The Notes field has been restored to the SO.Net and Estimate.Net forms' 

Comments grid - hidden by default - allowing it to be made visible via 

SecuredControls.

I2210116 Adjusted logic to ensure header discount as entered is preserved on any line 

change that affects total or retail totals.

I2304182 Switchboard reports hidden using the report display utility will no longer 

appear in the forms report menu.

I2305240 Shipment and invoice generation will now check to see if a second user is 

processing the sales order before continuing.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2208119 The sales order form has been updated to support custom functionality.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.106 10/23/2023 I2308218 Ensure the Search layout data is cleaned up effectively.

I2210157 Change menu option for legend to make it more clear why it doesn't appear 

on all searches (renamed Coloured Cell Legend)

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.20 10/23/2023 I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2304182 Switchboard reports hidden using the report display utility will no longer 

appear in the forms report menu.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll
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6.4.51 10/23/2023 I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2208119 The shipping form has been updated to support custom functionality.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2303133 Document scanning has been added to shipping.

I2308334 Modified the document number combo handling to avoid throwing an 

exception when values are typed in.

I2308102 Added double-click functionality for SO documents referenced in the grid.

I2308101 Ensure detail colour coding is applied on initial selection of a sales order.

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.67 10/23/2023 I2202284 Modified the SFE detail form code to improve the way it interacts with the 

RFID devices and properly handle multi-threading.

I2307029 All columns in the "Select Work Order Lines to Complete" form within SFE 

will now automatically resize as appropriate.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.51 09/12/2023 I2309074 Modified to address an issue that occurs when attempting to load a 

consolidated work order.

6.4.52 10/23/2023 I2307102 Modified several context menu click events to avoid proceeding if no active 

row is selected.

I2307279 Batch BOM Change for consolidated orders has now been implemented in 

the .NET Work Order form like in the old Work Order form.

I2308230 Added some handling to the WorkOrder form to get around a known 

Infragistics issue which causes an exception to be thrown when typing 

directly into the WorkOrderNo combo.

I2310072 WO Generator will no longer permit an unprocessed line to have a WO line 

created for it.  The WO Generator grid will be shown with a red background 

and the Include checkbox will revert to unchecked for all such cases.

I2307116 Reload Item Defaults is no longer being blocked for WorkOrder lines related 

to SalesOrder lines.

I2305064 On grid cell combo close-up and non-combo grid cell value change, the 

SetChanged method is fired, preventing use of the Add button.

I2305123 Form remembers header spacing when changed

I2306287 Moved the test for AdvancedDocumentStorage module activation to before 

the context menu is populated on WorkOrder form load.

Shipping.dll

6.4.179 10/23/2023 I2309275 Launching the Ship Container tool from a just-generated shipment will no 

longer throw an exception.

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.66 10/24/2023 I2308199 Modified to use the configurator setting to force new spec when auto 

processing with excel application
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sxPhysical.dll

6.4.44 10/23/2023 I2211168 Corrected an issue for the cycle count functionality where the same item 

class was wrongly used in the query that calculates the number of items to 

be counted per class.

Template.xls

6.4.16 10/23/2023 I2308227 Implemented a 0 or 1 value in cell J52 of the configurator Input worksheet, 

where 0 means the configuration is being processed with the configurator 

interface, and 1 means its being processed by the auto processor.

UpdateAcct.dll

6.4.81 10/23/2023 I2212204 Customers, Prospects, and Vendors will all have the DateCreated and 

UserCreated populated when imported via Update Accounts.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.229 10/24/2023 I2208313 Completed column allows changes if tabbed over (not just when clicked)

I2307017 Modified the Qty To Inventory column to accept only numeric characters for 

the Work Order Completion form.

I2307007 Modified CompleteWO form Priority and LotSerialQty columns to be 

non-editable.

I2307038 Ensure for standard labour or using DC labour with non tracked cells, regular 

hours are still recorded even if the cell cost is zero.

I2301036 Added support for Container Inventory Pool which allows non stock items to 

be received to an owner without a line which assigns automatically to a 

container upon inventory update.

I2306120 Modified the function that writes to the BatchTransactions table to ensure 

that duplicates cannot be added from the same user.

I2305182 Modified to improve the lot/serial adjusting logic to be able to remove serial 

records related to deleted work order lines or lines where the items have 

been changed.

I2308221 Modified to avoid an error when loading the Work Order Completion form 

that was happening when having custom menus against the main work order 

form that are not applicable to this form.

I2307279 Batch BOM Change for consolidated orders has now been implemented in 

the .NET Work Order form like in the old Work Order form.

I2309086 Implemented item costing using Aspose for material requisition generation.
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